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T

his last year has meant a great test, of many changes worldwide,
but it has also been a period of great learning. In Kusi Kawsay -our
small Andean educational community- we have learned that life is
the most precious thing and that this existence can only be achieved
through unity and solidarity, which in Quechua we know as AYNI. Our
great teachers have been the boys, girls and youth from whom we have
learned to adapt to the new forms of virtual education, the new forms of
socialization and above all to see life with love, hope, enthusiasm and
optimism. 2021 has meant a great challenge, but we have also had great
achievements, such as the recognition of Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD), given by UNESCO. This news made the hearts of
all the families of Kusi Kawsay happy. Now we have a great task: to
spread and continue learning from this new period.

María Isabel Suma Calcina
(secretary of the Kusi Kawsay Association and mother of 2 Kusi Kawsay
students)

Kusi Kawsay is part of my life, I am very grateful and happy because in some way, now as secretary of the Board of
Directors of the Association, I can give a grain of sand with everything I have learned on this path: solidarity, reciprocity,
respect and, above all, gratitude, which unfortunately are being lost in our contemporary society. I highly value these
teachings in this project that embraces these children and youth who give us great satisfaction, because the only thing we
seek as mothers, fathers or educators is for them to grow up and be conscious men and women who can face, and overcome
with love, the new challenges that will come throughout their lives. Love has been another of the great re-learnings of these
last two years, love has moved the world and has led us on the right path. Let's not forget that it is the only natural force
that must prevail in our hearts so as to not make war and live in peace and harmony. It is my greatest wish from the Kusi
Kawsay community.

Our start of the school year began on Monday, March 15, it was held
virtually. Despite the distance and connection barriers, we were able to
welcome the new school year 2021 and the entire Kusi Kawsay family:
students, teachers, mothers and fathers, and other collaborators.
By provisions of the Peruvian state, the development of the classes was
carried out remotely during the months of March to July, but after this
period, we requested permission from the Local Educational
Management Unit (UGEL) of Calca to do blended classes because we
saw the need for our students to be able to have a safe return to school.
For this we had the parent’s support.
This is how in the month of August we had a new restart and a great
reunion where we were able to see our students after a long period of
a year and a half, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The classes were
developed alternating days of face-to-face and remote attendance for
each level (Initial, Primary and Secondary), complying with the
corresponding biosafety protocols.
The experience of the 2021 school year motivated us
teachers and members of the Association not to
lose hope that 2022 be a year where we can
have in-person completely.

Warmallan Amaraq Mamaqa (Girls not Mothers)
Dissemination and social awareness campaign on unwanted pregnancy in adolescents

O

ne of the most important activities of this year 2021 was the launch
of a campaign called: Warmallan Amaraq Mamaqa (We are girls,
not mothers). This was the second year of participation and gave a
voice to those girls and young women who wish to raise awareness
of the problem of unwanted pregnancies in Andean communities.
Unfortunately, during the pandemic there was an increase in pregnant girls
and adolescents due to sexual violations.

For the 2021 campaign, four audiovisual products were made, the product
of an Audiovisual Language and Creation Workshop and another on Sound
Creation. Likewise, the process of the course on Personal Development,
Citizenship and Civics continued, in which issues related to comprehensive
sexual education with a gender and intercultural approach were addressed.

As a result of this learning process, two short films (Pacha Warmi and
Ch'aska), an animation (Martha) and a report (The Voices of Pisaq)
were made.

Here we share the links of the four audiovisuals with a brief synopsis:
Martha (Animation)
https://youtu.be/voAvCtW4Fe0
Martha is a girl who has been raped by
a stranger to whom her family offered
lodging, leaving her pregnant, alone
and to her fate. After having her baby,
she goes back to school where they
discriminate against her for being her
mother. This is why she decides to
drop out of school.

Voices of Pisac (Report)
https://youtu.be/unhwRId_Ag3A
The students of Kusi Kawsay go out to
the streets of Pisaq, Cusco to ask the
opinions that some residents have
about the problem that exists
regarding pregnancy in girls and
adolescents and access to therapeutic
abortion.

Pacha Warmi (Short film)
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=s86xNYORdyA
In this short film we wanted to show
the reality that many traditional
communities experience– Indigenous
peoples that have a wonderful and
varied culture, but unfortunately they
are “invaded” by mining. It is intended
to make this analogy referring to the
fact that women are violated just like
the land, contaminated, denigrated by
people and entities that do not respect
the integrity of the land, of Indigenous
peoples, and of life. We have to wake
up, let's be aware of the injustices from
our environment.

Ch´aska (Short film)
https://youtu.be/hnMxlINMQrI
Ch'aska is a girl who lives in a
traditional Andean community and
suffers from sexual abuse. Knowing
that she may be pregnant, she goes to
the Health Center and does not access
the care she requires. That is why she
goes looking for some other solution
and finds a sign… Many times
adolescents who are raped and
become pregnant end up having
clandestine abortions putting their
lives at risk.

Neither the land nor women are a
territory of exploitation!

Four of our students: Elizangela, Miriam, Kusi Samy and Flor Melani were nominated for the She’s the First international organization award,
as spokespersons for the campaign, for which they received the prize of $500 (five hundred dollars). This prize was distributed equally in
each section of the secondary level towards funds for the next study trips to be carried out when educational activities, restricted by the
global pandemic, are normalized.

Trainings
February - March: During this period, the Kusi Kawsay Academic
Direction provided training in the preparation of documentation for
UGEL Calca with the aim of giving a good start to the school year.
The Computer Support area trained the teaching staff, students
and parents in the use of the Canvas educational platform, since it
would be used for the development of distance classes.

July 19, 20 and 21: With the support of IE Kusi Kawsay (registration
fee), the teachers of the three levels were able to participate
virtually in the XIV Ibero-American Congress of Waldorf Pedagogy.
This educational experience allowed teachers to share collectively,
and helped to have a good blended accompaniment since the
month of August.

September 13, 14 and 15: With the support of Urpi Diana Franco
Peña, a Kusi Kawsay graduate who is currently studying
Communication Sciences, virtual training was carried out on the use and management of the resource and
information storage system of the institutional Google Drive application in all work areas of Kusi Kawsay. With this
training, great achievements in information management were achieved.

EMPower – Trainings

I

n the last quarter of 2021, EMpower, an allied organization of Kusi Kawsay, gave us the opportunity to access a
technical assistance program for the formulation and evaluation of social projects through INNPACTIA, a virtual
fundraising platform. This experience has been significant for the Kusi Kawsay development area team, because
it made possible to delve into the theory of change and the methodological designs for the development of social
projects.

Likewise, we accessed personalized advice from an external consultant: Lucila Cecchi, a mentor with
experience in Latin American organizations focused on education.

We thank EMpower for this great opportunity!

APIA, Association for the Protection of Children and Youth in
Latin America, awarded a comprehensive scholarship to
eleven (11) students from the Pachachaca home, located in
Calca (Sacred Valley of the Inkas) and from the community of
Paru Paru (Pisaq).

During the pandemic, due to COVID-19, scholarship students had to
adapt to the new form of virtual education, with the help of their
tutors and parents. Likewise, during the second semester of 2021,
there was the psychologic-pedagogic support of the specialist Dioni
Cavassa, which allowed the realization of a series of virtual and face-toface workshops that help students to adapt to this period.

The APIA Scholarship, for a period of 3 years (2021 -2023), makes it possible for
students to access an alternative education at our Kusi Kawsay Institution.

S

ince 2008, when the Kusi Kawsay project began, we have made various
efforts to have a library for our children and youth. Thanks to the support
of our teachers, parents, volunteers and donors, with special thanks to
Tea Collection, we currently have a suitable location for our library that we
have called: Yachaywasicha (House of Knowledge). The task is not over yet, we
must diversify our bibliographic content and,
in this way, continue instilling research and
the habit of reading in our students.

We would also like to make some publications
from Kusi Kawsay and be able to travel to
other school libraries at a national and
international level, to make a little of
ourselves known. As they say: Everything
begins with a dream...

Graduating class Study trip

T

o end the year, Kusi Kawsay's senior students went on a study trip to the Ica region on the
Peruvian coast, where they had the opportunity to visit museums of the Paracas and Nazca
cultures, with the aim of learning more about Peru.

In order to fulfill this dream, the students
carried out a series of activities, including a
GoFundMe campaign with special thanks to
Marina Flevotomas for her support raising
funds and thus support the family economy of
their parents, who for the most part were not
going through a good time due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
This study trip was very meaningful for the Kusi
Kawsay Class of 2021 students, as they were
able to share their various experiences throughout the 11 years.
On that occasion they were accompanied by their tutor: Lucio Ali Bastidas.

D

uring 2021 the Kusi Ñan organic gardens continued to be tended to
with love and dedication by Nelva Mendoza Quispe, Kusi Kawsay’s
agriculture teacher who is from the traditional Indigenous community
Ampay. In August when the students returned to Kusi Kawsay for
semi in-person classes they were delighted to find that the
school garden was full of life and with great enthusiasm they
joined the agricultural work that not only nourishes but
also teaches. The gardens awaited them with
anticipation to once again receive the laughter and
songs of the children and youth, helping the plants grow
with joy. Nelva attended a biodynamic agriculture
training in 2021, preparing her to practice and teach the
students and youth of Kusi Kawsay with enthusiasm.

During the pandemic the entire world reflected
on the importance of sustainability tied to
agriculture, and Kusi Kawsay is rooted in this deep
respect and appreciation for our agrarian based
communities that continue to teach us every day.

awpa Ñan’s fortification of cultural identity incorporates ancestral
practices linked to the Andean calendar, agrarian customs and
ecological rhythms to coexist in the modern world without
separating from traditional identity and Andean legacy so valued in the
world. "Revitalizing, protecting and celebrating Andean culture and
tradition through music, dance, song, weaving, art, indigenous
gatherings and more is what connects our community and strengthens
our cultural identity."

Ñ

As a guiding principle of Andean philosophy, reciprocity plays an important
role. The reciprocity between human beings and nature is celebrated with
events from the Andean agrarian calendar focused on the cosmic cycles of
the solstice and equinox, as well as the dry and rainy seasons. This traditional calendar provides a framework to
participate first-hand in the “living legacy” of our community by carrying out ancestral cultural activities, deepening
the connection to our Andean roots which plays an
incredibly important role in environmental protection,
climate change adaptation and mitigation. In this way, a
true sense of ecological awareness is taken one step
further, into the realm of the heart.
It is an honor to have received special recognition by
UNESCO with Ñawpa Ñan Cultural Events being an important
component of the Award.

S

he always has a positive outlook, even in the face of great adversity. She
has such wisdom rooted in magnificent life experience. She continues
to share so many stories about keeping on, giving it your all, learning
from mistakes, embracing change, and tapping into unique talents and passions.
She stands for social justice and encourages each person to be their fullest version.
She came into our lives before Kusi Kawsay was even a dream. When she learned of
our grassroots cultural work, she was ready to join and help in whatever way was most
needed, especially when she heard stories of the Peruvian educational system’s
outright and blatant discrimination towards the indigenous children from the
traditional communities. She has been to Peru uncountable times sharing in
mutually life enriching moments. Ann was the impetus behind incorporating
Pachamama’s Path in the United States, the 501c3 that supports Kusi Kawsay
projects in Peru.
She has served on the board, is a key donor, and was the unwavering US
Registered Agent for many long years, too many!
We are so full of gratitude to Ann for all she has unconditionally given to make Kusi
Kawsay possible, opening doors to unimaginable opportunities within this context, and
beyond.
Ann will forever be carried in the heart of Kusi Kawsay. Her constant message is for the
children and youth of Kusi Kawsay to be agents of change for a better world, and always says that
even if a handful of the future generation accomplishes this, Kusi Kawsay is a great success.
She was finally able to retire from the Pachamama’s Path US Registered Agent responsibility in 2021, and we warmly welcomed Christina
into this role. We ask everyone who supports Pachamama's Path to please make note of the new Pachamama’s Path address: 629
Flamingo Drive, West Palm Beach, FL 33401.

I

n the month of November we had a great surprise: we were awarded the
UNESCO-Japan Prize, which recognizes the work of outstanding projects and
programs in the field of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD).

The UNESCO-Japan Prize for Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) is
funded by the Government of Japan, established by the Executive Board of
UNESCO since October 2014 that recognizes exceptional projects and programs
undertaken by institutions, organizations or other entities in the field of
Education for Sustainable Development, and in this way, generate and expand
action at all levels of education and learning that encompass three dimensions of
sustainability: the economy, society and the environment.
The 2021 edition of the Prize received 113 nominations from 54 Member States
and 8 organizations, granting recognition to Ghana, Palestine and Peru. The
award ceremony was held on November 19 at 1:30 p.m. (Paris time).
This recognition is very important for the Kusi Kawsay community, for the work
begun more than 20 years ago, when a group of families in Pisaq (Cusco) met with
the aim of improving education for their sons and daughters, as well as for other
boys and girls from Pisaq and surrounding communities.
Now we know that this effort has borne great fruit, seeing that the new generations have access to a
comprehensive education from the heart, mind and body.
We express our great thanks to Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners e.V/ Friends of Waldorf Education for this nomination.
Likewise, we want to thank the entire Kusi Kawsay team as well as the students and their families, who are part of this great family.

¡Urpillay, sonqollay!

T

he Yachay Annual Fundraising Campaign 2021 was a
beautiful collaborative opportunity to share
inspirational stories with our great global community.
This year we called our campaign “Yachay”, which in
Quechua means learning, because this period has been one of
great teachings.
At Kusi Kawsay, our teachers were the children and youth from
whom we have learned to adapt to new forms of education, new
forms of socialization and above all to see life with hope and
optimism. The aim was to convey the essence of Kusi Kawsay,
share messages of resilience during challenging times, and cultivate
a sense of connection so as to jointly uphold Kusi Kawsay. Many
obstacles were overcome to realize the campaign within pandemic
restrictions.
We are full of gratitude and recognition for our entire community
who made it a great success. Your donation directly supports the
continuation of our programs to ensure a vibrant and dignified education for
girls, boys and youth of the Andes.

Appreciation

O

rganizations are always in continuous movement, each person who has been part of
Kusi Kawsay has left a great legacy, teaching, learning that has added to what we are
now: an educational community.

During these years, we have opened our arms to welcome various collaborators, who have
shared their experience and skills with great dedication. But we have also learned to be grateful for
their work delivered and shared.
Kusi Kawsay is the sum of all those human efforts that coincided in time and space to reaffirm that
education can achieve changes in human beings, and through them in our society.
Thank you for being part of this dream that little by little is growing hand in hand with various
brothers and sisters.
Urpillay, sonqollay…

I

n this section, we want to share the teachings of this period, through the testimonies of some teachers and students:

“The virtual classes, at first it was very difficult but then we got into a rhythm and everything went well.
As a teacher I try to do my best, we have had difficulties with the internet signal but we were able to
overcome all these problems with a lot of understanding and empathy. One of the strategies I used
was to ask the children if they understood the topic of the previous class…”
Yessica Yarahuaman Quispe (34 years old)
5th and 6th grade tutor

“At the beginning we had some difficulties because not all the students could connect, then we got
used to it. Perhaps the good thing about this experience is that the parents became much more
involved in their children's learning. It is not the same to work in person, children are easily distracted
or if they are alone they have no one to turn to when the network is low in intensity or they have an
inconvenience. I have learned to update myself in technology to be able to carry out my classes, be
patient with the connection since the network was saturated due to the schedule. I learned new
strategies to teach virtually, like carry out calls by WhatsApp or phone with children who do not
connect due to lack of network, as well as carry out continuous monitoring of teachers and students.”
Catalina Lopez Rocca (50 years old)
First grade teacher of primary education

“Virtual education has been a great effort: preparing classes and reaching out to students. I had to know many virtual
tools to be able to accompany them with optimism. I also think it was a big step to be able to
adapt. One of the experiences I had at the beginning of the virtual classes was that one of the
students helped me to enter, and even sent me a small tutorial on how to activate the google
meet audio.”
Indira Minaja Marmanillo (38 years old)
secondary teacher

“This period for me meant an effort to implement educational
strategies, somewhat overwhelming due to the messages, tasks, daily tasks that were
presented throughout the week. It was also limiting and we felt a lot of stress. Many
comprehensive projects for students were suspended, but despite this we continue with optimism.
Something that I can share from last year is that I felt a great need to reconnect with the students
and be able to help them. For this I traveled 20 km. on my bike to meet a colleague and some
students, overcoming many police checkpoints. What I learned from this period is to have a high
motivation to keep the students engaged and to always be ready to serve, to be willing to do anything
and... lose fear!”
Lucio Ali Bastidas (62 years old) Social Sciences Teacher
They were different times in which virtual communication has predominated and it has not always
been exact or timely, but on the other hand some documentation procedures have been simplified.
One of the main problems was the saturation of the internet network during classes or meetings
with the teachers and administrative staff of Kusi Kawsay. The teaching of this period has been to
value direct interpersonal relationships.
Sam Yatiri Flores Dueñas (39 years old)
Director of the I.E. Kusi Kawsay

“I learned to use zoom and Google meet. I learned to read digitally, what an email was, to find pages with a lot of information for my Kusi
Kawsay exhibitions. I learned that I began to like documentaries, I learned to explore more options for my vocation. I also learned how to
take better care of my dog.”
Raquel Valentina (12 years old)
Kusi Kawsay High School Student

“I learned to cook, that I like music and singing. I learned to ride a bicycle and that I like political news… I
discovered astrophotography!”
Lucero Amador Torres (12 years old),
First year high school student

“I learned to knit clothes for my little sister”
Miriam Gallegos (14 years old)
Kusi Kawsay secondary school student

“I learned to live more with the family, to cook, to weave more, to use the networks and their functions
and I also learned that socialization is important”
Flor Melany Pare Merma (16 years old)
Kusi Kawsay secondary school student

“I learned to cook vegetarian meals, to edit videos, photos. I learned more mathematics, to listen to new music”
Grimaldo (16 years old)
High school student

A

s with every year, our list of wishes includes patrons for our Ayni Scholarship Fund. We are still seeking funds for a covered
structure for the upper grades at Kusi Kawsay to protect our students from the strong sun.

We are hoping to install outdoor solar lighting. We are always in need of additional scientific equipment and microscopes
for our chemistry classes, and books for our library are always welcome.
Waldorf art materials such as colored pencils, paints (Stockholm), easels, and watercolor paper are a priority for 2022,
especially because no one could travel to Peru bringing these highly appreciated donations from our Waldorf allies in
Germany and the United States.

T

o start the new year 2022 with great enthusiasm, a Calendar-poem called "Weaving life in the Andes" was
created, which shares and transmits the love and admiration for the Andean culture through the images of
Matt Dayka (photographer ) https://mattdayka.com and the verses of Iñakapalla Chávez Bermúdez (Cusco
poet), with the intention of having an imaginary journey from the heart to the Peruvian Andes that unites us
to all the brothers and sisters of the world, weaving each other like the constellations that accompany us on
our paths in life.
We are all children of Pachamama (Mother Earth), we have the same sky and the same sea, we can feel
the rain on our faces, that's why when we see each other we can recognize ourselves inside, when we
perceive that love can make us great, even in difficult circumstances like the ones we have experienced
during these last two years.

C

hanges can be good and sometimes necessary to make room for growth, new opportunities and experiences. We embrace
these times of change as we continue directing our work towards the empowerment and celebration of our cultural identity
and the wellbeing of Pachamama. As we reflect on 2021 and all of the challenging experiences lived this year, we anticipate our
welcome of 2022 as a truly special year with our continued commitment to Education for Sustainable Development. UN Proclaims
2022 as the International Year of Basic Sciences for Sustainable Development, and the UN given theme is “Gender equality today for
a sustainable tomorrow.” Kusi Kawsay accompanies these themes by mutually working to build a more sustainable future.
We thank our global community, everyone who is an important part of making this work possible, through donations, grants,
partnerships, trainings, our entire network of allies and volunteers.
Together we hope to contribute with our knowledge and gratitude as we continue nurturing with love this project called Kusi
Kawsay!
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